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 দেখতে দেখতে ১০-টা বছর দেতট দেল। বাঙালী সংসৃ্কতে ও 
ঐতেতযের ধারা এই সুেূর প্রবাতস আমাতের মতধে ধতর রাখার অতিপ্রাতে ৪৫ তট 
পতরবার তিতে শুরু যে প্রথম সরস্বেী পূত া । ২০০৮ সাতলর এমতি এে শীতের 
সোতল গুতট েতেে পতরবার এেত্র যতে তিে েরা যতেতছল সরস্বেী পূত া েরা 
যাে। দেি যিাৎ সরস্বেী পূত া ? মতি পডতছ িা তিে োরণ টা। েুোশাচ্ছন্ন 
সৃ্মতে। যেে দসতেি মতি পতেতছল যলুে শােী / পাঞ্জাবী পতর বােীর পাতশর 
েতলতে বনু্ধরা তমতল দছাট্ট সরস্বেী পূত া েরার সৃ্মতে। চাাঁো আসতো পাোর 
েতেে ি বনু্ধর মা, বাবার দথতে। োো, োোরা বলে সরস্বেী বািাি ের 
েতব এে টাো দেব। দছাট্ট পোতেল বাতিতে তেতো এেটু বে তেতে, োোরা। 
অল্প ফুল প্রসাে তেন্তু িেুলোিা,বাোসা মাস্ট। সক্কাল যতেই চাি েতর, বই 
খাো দপি গুতছতে রাখা যে মা সরস্বেীর সামতি।পূত া দশতে পাি পাোে দলখা 
যে "ওম সরস্বেী িমঃ"! 

োরপর আসল ত তিস, িুতর দিা  - তখচুতে, লাবো, দবগুিী, চাটিী আর 
অতিে অতপক্ষার পতর দখতে  দপোম েুল। ২০০৮ র দসই সোতল আমাতের 
যেতো অল্পই পতরবেত ি  যতেতছল দছাতটাতবলার সাতথ। পরতণ তছল তড াইিার 
শােী েেিা  বা  তড াইিার ধুতে, পাঞ্জাবী । বেসটা তেছুটা দবতেতছ, তেন্তু এেই 
রেম উতে ি্া, খুতশ। দসত  গুত , পূত ার আতো ি েতর দয পতরমাণ 
আিন্দ যতেতছল ো দবাধযে সচরাচর যেিা আ োল । োর আতে এে মাস 
ধতর অিুষ্ঠাতির প্রস্তুতে। তিত তের অ াতেই েতে উিতলা এেতট সুন্দর 
পতরবার। দবশ ে’তেি ধতর যাতস, েতপা, ই-দমল, দটক্সট চালাচাতল । আর োর 
সাতথ প্রতেেে প্রোতিস এ প্রচুর খাওো-োওো । দস এে অিাতবল খুতশর ধারা, 
েুোর ঝে আর  াাঁোতিা িাোর মতধে দোথা দথতে দযি তিতে এল বসতের এে 
ঝলে সুেন্ধ। 

ধীতর ধীতর আমাতের এই পতরবার অতিে বে যতেতছ। প্রতেেে বছর িেুি এবং 
পুতরাতিারা  তমতল আমরা েতে েুতলতছ আরও অতিে বে এবং সুন্দর এই 
েতমউতিতট। ২০১৬দে ১৪০তট পতরবার এেতত্রে যতেতছল সরস্বেী পূত া 
উেযাপি েরতে। পূত া ছাোও, েীপাবতল অিুষ্ঠাি, চড়ুইিাতে এবং অিোিে 
িািাি অিুষ্ঠাতির মতধে তেতে আমরা দবাঁতধ দরতখতছ সক্কলতে এেই সূতত্র। 
সামারতসট দবঙ্গতল এতসাতসতেশি যাে বাতেতেতছ অিোিে সংেিিতের তেতে 
িািারেম সামাত ে প্রেল্পর সাযাযোতথত। 

অিে সব বছতরর মতোই, এবারও আমরা তেরী যতেতছ ডাতল িতেত  অিুষ্ঠাতির 
দোো তিতে। সাতথ আতছ অবশেই বাঙাতলর িুতর দিা । এবছতর আতরা এেতট 
িেুি ত তিে আমরা দেখতে পাতবা দযটা আমাতের খুবই েতবতর তবেে।  

ইেং এডাল্টস দের পতরচালিাে িাতচর অিুষ্ঠাি এবং খুতে যাতে বাক্স বতন্দ যতব 
আমাতের এবছতরর পুত ার প্রতেতট মুযূেত । পরবেী প্র ন্ম দে এরেম িাতব 
এতেতে আসতে দেতখ আমরা অতিিূে। সাতথ অবশেই আতছ , প্রতেেে বছতরর 
মেি েতচ ও োাঁচাতের িাচ, োি, িাটে এবং োতের খুতে যাতে দলখা এবং 
আাঁো িািাি  রচিা সমৃদ্ধ এই পতত্রো। 

সামারতসট দবঙ্গতল এতসাতসতেশি দবাডত  এর েরফ দথতে আমরা সেল স্পন্সরস, 
দিেরস এবং দডািাসত দের স্বেঃসূ্ফেত  িাতব অংশগ্রযতির  িে  ািাই আমাতের 
েিীর েৃেজ্ঞো। দসই সতঙ্গ  ািাতে চাই আমাতের আেতরে ধিেবাে প্রতেেে 
েতমতটর সেসেতে যারা অক্লাে িাতব পতরশ্রম েতরতছি এই অিুষ্ঠািতট সুষ্ঠ িাতব 
সেতলর সামতি পতরতবশি েরার  তিে। সামারতসট দবঙ্গতল এতসাতসতেশি এর 
এই মঞ্চ তেরী যতেতছল বাঙাতলর ঐতেযে এবং সংসৃ্কতে দে এতেতে তিতে যাবার 
প্রোতস। আমরা এই আশা রাতখ দয আমাতের েমুতিতটর প্রতেেতে এতেতে 
আসতবি আমাতের এই প্রতচষ্টাতে সাথতে েরতে এবং আতরা বহুেরূ এতেতে তিতে 
দযতে। 

                     -  অিসেূা সািোল, ইন্দ্রত ৎ দ াে, প্রবীর ধাো,  তমেুশী বোিা ী , 
মঞ্জরী দচৌধরুী,  তিলে  ািা, দসামা দচৌধুরী 
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Saraswati Puja - January 2017 
Officiating Priest: Arkendu Chatterjee 

Event Manager: Probir Dhara  
Puja Arrangements: Satabdi Choudhury, Ratnanjali Dutta, Doel Ganguly, Sreerupa Ghoshal, 

Lopamudra Mukherjee, Moumita Mukherjee,  
Cultural Committee: Mitushi Banerjee, Malini Mazumdar, Ranjana Sanyal 

Food Committee: Nabanita Chakraborty, Ashish Das, Sanchoy Das, Krishnendu Mukhopadhyay 
Fundraising: Sumita Dhara, Kaushik Dey, Subhrojit Dutta, Niloy Jana, Soumi Jana  

Guest Relations & Registration: Debesh Chakraborty, Rahul Ganguly, Debasish Ghosh,   
Indrajit Ghosh 

 Facilities Management: Abhishek Banerjee, Chanchal Banerjee, Anirban Biswas,  Surajit Deb, 
Indrajit Giri, Bikramaditya Mukherjee  

Magazine committee: Hiya Banerjee, Manjari Chowdhury, Somdip Datta  
Photography: Pramila Baisya, Prasenjit Baisya, Siddhartha Ghosh  

  
Diwali Party - November 2016 

Event Managers: Sharmila Ghosh, Anasua Sanyal 

  
Summer Picnic – June 2016 

Event Managers: SBA Team 
  

Thanks to the many volunteers who made these events a success 

Grand Patrons 
SBA thanks the following for their generous sponsorship of the 2017 Saraswati Puja  

George and Molly Abraham 
Chanchal and Mitushi Banerjee 
Chandrajit and Devi Bhattacharya 
Anirban Biswas and Sreerupa Ghoshal 
Debesh and Sonali Chakraborty 
Arijit and Baishali Chatterjee 
Arkendu Chatterjee and Hiya Banerjee 
Dibyendu and Sudipta Chatterjee 
Somesh and Soma Choudhury 
Prasun and Manjari Chowdhury 
Ashish and Suparna Das 
Raja Das and Mausumi Majumdar 
Sanchoy and Rajyasri Das 
Probir and Sumita Dhara 
Anindo and Kasturi Dutta 
Ashutosh and Sharmistha Dutta 
Subhrojit and Ratnanjali Dutta 
Ashok and Mahua Ganguly 

Debasish and Anindita Ghosh 
Indrajit Ghosh and Malini Mazumdar 
Saurav and Sharmila Ghosh 
Siddhartha and Shruti Ghosh 
Niloy and Soumi Jana 
Anisur Khan and Teesta Roy 
Joyjit and Parna Kundu 
Prithwiraj Maira and Darshana Malavade 
Somenath and Nazneen Mitra 
Santosh and Ambalika Mukherjee 
Krishnendu and Sangeeta Mukhopadhyay 
Soumya Roy and Sayanti Basu 
Subroto and Rina Roy 
Sumon Samanta and Ambalika Roy 
Aniruddya and Anasua Sanyal 
Partho and Debolina Sanyal 
Sumit and Sharmistha Sen 
Kris Padmanabhan and Chitra Srinivasan 

Somerset Bengali Association 
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Three stories 
Disha Bhowmick 

 

 

Is Time Really 
Endless? 

Is time really endless 

With its pressurising crunch 

As if it was eating 

Your long desired brunch 

 

It munches on your fun time 

With its greedy hands 

It lengthens your sad time 

It never understands 

 

 

A Rose 
Why does a beautiful flower 

Have such a prickly thorn 

The flower of love and compassion 

So red, so pure 

Yet a heart bleeds 

By that prickly thorn 

 

Why does a pretty flower 

Have such a rotten meaning 

The flower of blood and death 

So red, so pure 

Yet two hearts become one 

By that beautiful flower 

 

A balance of both 

Warm and Cold 

Love and Death 

Sweet and Sour 

All just the meaning 

Of one simple flower 

 

 

What Peace Means 
to Me 
What is peace --- 

It is to me -- 

A smile, a laugh - 

A bird flying free 

 

To say what you feel --- 

Not mind what you say -- 

Peace is a feeling - 

Not to command or obey 

 

Peace can be felt - 

in a raging battle 

As fear can be felt - 

in a field full of grass 

 

We make peace in the world --- 

We have done our part -- 

Our gift may be simple - 

But it comes from the heart 

 
 

 
 
 

Everstanding 
Prannoy Nandy 

  

Through my little window I can see, 

a quarrel of the seasons. 

The last of the leaves spread out 

beneath me, 

making their final stand. 

For soon they will be lost, 

as frost is creeping over the land. 

But one tree stands tall and green, 

while all others fail. 

The frost arrives, 

not a single living creature in sight. 

But the tree stands tall and green,  

while all others fail. 

And then the snows arrive; 

a blanket putting the world to sleep. 

But the tree stands tall and green, 

while all others fail. 

And then the winds flow, 

making the snow restless. 

But the tree stands tall and green, 

while all others fail. 

And that is why on the final days of 

the last month, 

I bring the tree in with me. 

I adorn it with lights and ribbons; 

A reward for its perseverance. 

And that is why we call the great 

green tree: 

the evergreen. 

Art by  

Diya Paul 
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Success is My Name  
Kriti Mukherjee  
 
Raging clouds fill raven colored sky, 

Engulfing the light inside my eyes, 

Desperation filling my head,  

Without hope I shall dread.  

  

Once the sun had covered magnolia branches, 

Not a word of despair, 

Yet the world had been repulsive,  

Trying too hard to declare.  

With the color of blue that fills my heart,  

My dear mother has said, 

Nothing will happen everything’s gonna be fine,  

Still the tears that I shed,  

The melancholy that rises,  

And the discouragement that fills instead,  

The light is fading,  

The room is dimming, 

Sigh. 

  

Will it be true? Will there be light? I ask, 

Maybe, 

May not be.  

Up and down, 

Through curves and turns,  

And obstacles that face my way,  

Have hope I say,  

Cause success is my name,  

And success is what I will repay.  

তচতি   
Atreyee De 

 
শতিবাতরর ছুতটর  সোল ...যা ার  মাইল  েতূর  বতসও  আতম 
দেখতে  পাতচ্ছ ... আমাতের  পূতবর দখালা  বারান্দাটা দযতস  
উিতছ  সোতলর  দসািা  দরাে  দমতখ ।  বাোতির  তেতে  মুখ  
েতর  আরাম-দেোরাে  বতস  আমার  বাবা , সামতি  প্রাে  
দশে  যওো চাতের  োপ , যাতে  খবতরর োে  ; পেতে  
পেতে  মা  দে  যাাঁে ....আতরা  এে  োপ  চাতের   িে । 

যলুে মাখা  যাে  আাঁচতল মুছতে  মুছতে  মা  আমার  রান্না র  
দথতে  বারান্দাে.  মুতখ  প্রশ্রে  দমশাতিা  শাসি ...."সোল  
দথতে  তেি  োপ  দো  যতলা , আরও চাই ?"  

অপ্রস্তুে যাতসর  দেতম বাবার   মুতখ  ক্ষীণ  প্রতেবাে..."ছুতটর  
সোল, এেটু  চা  িা  যতল ..."  ফরমাতেতশ  চাতের  িে  মা  
রান্না তরর  তেতে  পা  বাোতেই  বাবার  অতির  ত জ্ঞাসা .... 

"েটা বা তলা  বলতো , েশটা  তে  দবত   দেতলা??" 

"আর  েেবার  ত জ্ঞাসা  েরতব,  তে টাও দো  সমতে  
বাাঁধা , িাতে ?" ...আপাে -তির  উেরটা  বাবার  তেতে  ছুাঁ তে  
তেতেই মার ও  বোেুল  দচাখ  দসই   তের  তেতেই .... " তেটা  
আ  এতো  অলস  দেি, ওরও তে আ  ছুতটর  
সোল ??"....  তের োতছ  তিরাশ  যতে  ধীরপাতে  মা  
রান্না তর ,  বাবার  দচাখ  অতিচ্ছাতেও  খবর  দখাাঁত  ;  

যিাৎ  যাাঁে  সের দ্বাতর...."তচতি  আতছ-এ -এ "......  

চাতের   ল  বাতে  তবলীি , খবর  েুই  োেত ই  থাে.... 

বাবা , মাতের  দছতলমািুতে  দেৌে  দেট-এর  তেতে  

দে  দিতব  আতে দমতের তচতি  ডাে -তপেতির  যাতের  
দথতে ....... 

...যা ার  মাইল  েতূর  বতসও  সবই  আতম দেখতে  পাতচ্ছ , 
সবই  আমার  দচাতখর  সামতি ....!!! 
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3:30pm Welcome Announcement
    

Soumendu  Bhattacharya  and Arpana Bhattacharya  

3:35pm Dance In Worship Choreographed By: 
Narrated By:  
Dancers:  
Aaheli Mukherjee,  
Aanya Chowdhury, 
Aditi Sanghi, 
Akshara Vikram,  
Ananya Sanyal,  
Ananya Vikram,  
Anjlee Sidhartha, 
Annamaria George,  
Anushka Rakhe, 
Anya Jain, 
Archana Sidhartha, 
Arthi Swaminathan, 
 

Sanjeeta Mukherjee 
Atreyi Sanyal 
 
Ayanna Arora, 
Elizabeth Thekkanath, 
Enika Kerr,  
Hemadri Saxena, 
Janki Gaglani,  
Jyoti Dingle, 
Kamalini  
     Senthilkumar, 
Meghna Iyer, 
Priya Arora,  
 

 
 
 
Rayna Hazarika,  
Reejo Thomas, 
Reva Venkatraghvan, 
Rose Parayil,  
Roshni Datta,  
Saanvi Saxena,  
Sara Varghese,  
Shibani Sarkar, 
Shonchori  
     Mukherjee, 
Shreya Sarkar 

3:55pm President’s address and 
SBA introduction 
 

Satabdi Choudhury and Probir Dhara  

4:15pm Children’s Dance Drama 
“Saath Bhai Chompa” – 
Thakumar Jhuli 

Directed By:  
 
Choreographed By:  
 
 
Sound:  
Light:  
Art/Set Creation:  
 
Introduced:  
Participants:  
Aarushi Kuila,  
Abheek Dhara,  
Aditi Dhara, 
Aditya Basu,  
Aditya Chakrabarti,  
Alina Mukherji,  
Anshini Ghoshal   
     Biswas,  
Anushree Sutradhar,  
Arkadeep Das, 
Arshia Chakrabarti,  
Avik Dutta,  
Ayushi Goswami,  
Devjit Bhattacharya 
     ( Adi ),  
 

Mitushi Banerjee &  
Anamika Sain 
Anoushka Ghosh,  
Rupsa Jana, 
Spreeha Choudhury 
Nipun Banerjee 
Rishi Mukherjee 
Teesta Roy & 
Somesh Choudhury 
Prisha Ghosh 
 
Eamon Khan,  
Hiya Khan,  
Ishaan Ghosh,  
Mahika Maitra,  
Nirav Banerjee,  
Prajna Karmaker,  
Pranita Kundu,  
Prisha Mitra Thakur,  
Priyanka Chatterjee,  
Purba Karmaker,  
Rashi Roy,  
Rashmika Majumdar,  
Rhea Vasanthavada, 
Ria Giri,  
Ria Mukherjee, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ria Mukherji, 
Risha Vasanthavada, 
Rishaan Deb,  
Rishi Roy,  
Rohan Dutta,  
Rohan Giri,  
Shounak Ghosh,  
Shubham  
     Roy-Choudhury,  
Shweta Roy,  
Snesha  
     Roy-Choudhury,  
Soumita Banerjee,  
Soumyanil Jana, 
Vibhu Datta 

Saraswati Puja 2017 : 
Bridgewater-Raritan Middle School, Bridgewater, NJ 
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4:50pm Sponsor Announcements    [Gold Sponsors] 
 

5:00pm Hrid Majhare : SBA Sing-
ers presentation 

Directed By:  
Musicians:  
 
 
 
Narrated By:  
Singers:   
Achintya Pal, 
Bikramaditya  
     Mukherjee,  
Chitra Srinivasan,  
Debasree Saha,  
 

Malini Mazumdar 
Jayanta Das,  
Satyajit Bhattacharya,  
Gokul Panda 
Atreyee Dey 
Kaushik Dey,  
 
Lopamudra Das, 
Niloy Jana,  
Ranja Bhattacharya, 
Ranjana Sanyal,  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ratnanjali Dutta, 
Subhrojit Dutta,  
Sumita Dhara,  
Tathagata Ghosh 

5:30pm Sponsor Announcements    [Silver Sponsors] 
 

5:40pm Shruti Natok – Biliti Pishi 
written by  
Banani Mukherjee 

Directed By:   
Cast:  
Alo Shrabani Nandi, 
Keka Sirkar,  
Rina Roy, 

Banani Mukherjee 
 
Sangeeta Bhattachar-
ya,  
Soumi Jana,  
 

 
 
Suparna Das,  
Teesta Roy. 

6:10pm Raffle Drawing Gift from sponsors  
 

6:20pm Bollywood Grooves Choreographed By:  
 
Narrated By:  
 
Dancers:  
Amrita Sutradhar,  
Anjali Mitra,  
Anoushka Ghosh,  
Aravind Sridharan, 
Arka Ghose,  
Aruna Dontabhaktuni,  
Darshana Maitra,  
 

Anjali Mitra and 
Spreeha Choudhury 
Sompurna 
     Choudhury 
 
Dolon Mukherji,  
Komal Deb,  
Mousumi Mitra,  
Namrata Thakur    
     Bhattacharyya, 
Nibedita  
     Bandyopadhyay,  

 
 
 
 
 
Nishka Abraham,  
Ria Mukhopadyay, 
Rohan Sanyal,  
Rupsa Jana,  
Shounak Ghosh,  
Spreeha Choudhury. 

6:45pm Closing Remarks Soumendu  Bhattacharya  and Arpana Bhattacharya  
 

7:00pm Murchhana - Presentation 
of unforgettable melodies  
with high-energy rhythm. 

Concept, Rhythm and 
Directed By:  
Introduced By:  
Singers:  
Aratrika Dey ,  

Dr. Arindam  
     Chakraborty 
Arnab Mitra 
 
Gayatree Sarma,  

 
 
 
 
Shankhadip  
     Chakraborty 

Cultural Program Schedule 
Time: 3:30 pm to 7:35 pm 
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Allusion 
Rohan Deb 

 

Beware of me, for I am the master of sweets 

With a little time, I can make the largest gingerbread 

house you’ll ever see 

I hobble on my staff to get around 

But don't let my looks deceive you, for I can be a 

hound 

My red eyes hold back my vision 

But my tricks and traps let forward the children 

 

Two little kids come into my woods, 

Both of them short, but there are no red hoods 

Those pesky ones devour my house 

To my surprise, it wasn’t a mouse 

Yet through that I could see a profit 

I tricked them in before they could eat my soffits 

Those little tykes, they should’ve run away 

But little did they know that I’d make them pay 

 

They entered my house, with no effort at all 

Oh, how interesting life is when two naï ve ones are 

about to fall 

The oven was fired up in a blink as I held my knives 

near my hips 

I was so close, but then they took my feast from my 

fingertips 

I took it too far, but then that was the end of me 

Left to watch in an oven while they took my riches and 

started to flee 

 

Now guess who am I? 

 

An allusion poem is when you take something and make 

references to it. For example, an allusion in dialogue 

would be "You put on a hat and then you get special 

powers? Who are you, Frosty the Snowman?" This 

dialogue relates to how something special makes the 

person in context seem like Frosty the Snowman.  

 

Another Rise of the Sun 
Aratrika Dey 

 

Another day, 

Another breath, 

Another rise of sun 

 

Another wish, 

Another ray,  

Another tale begun 

 

The past looks on, 

The present smiles, 

The future beckons ahead 

 

A flower in bloom, 

Birds in tune, 

Another word unsaid 

 

The tale of life,  

Of struggle and strife, 

Not a single moment undone 

 

Another day,  

Another breath, 

Another rise of sun. 

 

On One's Own 
Aratrika Dey 

 

We are all so engulfed in hustling about, occupied in 

creating the ideal animation of life. Stress becomes a 

helpless addiction; societal recreation too, seems like 

scheduled effort. Time is a whiz, taunting us to catch 

up to its pace. 

   There are fleeting moments within this chaos of a 

journey that may not cease time, but do lull its rapid 

rate. Solitude is not always bad. One who has never 

been by themselves may never know the empowering 

feeling of capturing the intangible. Silence does not 

necessarily mean distress or sadness or anger. It may 

simply mean introspection or meditation. 

Appreciating the quietude in the midst of mayhem is 

what brings sanity to the soul. 

   And then again, time seems to be running first in this 

mad race. But it cannot take from me my spirit, for I 

am not oblivious to what lies beyond ruckus. 
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An Out of This 
World Experience  
Rishi Roy 

 

“Wow”. I exclaimed as I saw a giant 

Jumbo Jet in the distance. We were 

at Nasa’s Johnson Space Center at 

Houston, Texas. We parked and 

stretched our legs and finally after 

what felt like forever, we went 

inside. 

It was a sight to behold. There are 

marvelous displays, simulator rides 

and theaters. We first saw how it 

was like to live in the International 

Space Station. It was cool to see 

how they slept and how different 

toys worked in space. We also did a 

simulator ride that showed how it 

feels when a rocket takes off. 

We also went to a theater where we 

met with a real-life Astronaut! He 

talked about his different missions. 

His stories amazed us. We also saw 

a video of them. We even got a little 

card with the astronaut’s biography. 

Then we went on a tram ride. They 

took us to the Mission Control 

Center. Here we saw how they 

communicate with the spaceships 

and how they are preparing for the 

next mission to Mars. Our last stop 

on the ride was Rocket Park.  Here 

the different parts of a rocket is 

displayed alongwith the timeline of 

different Apollo missions. It was 

cool to see how they progressed.  

Next was the Starship Gallery which 

had displays from the moon. We 

also took a quiz to see how much 

we learnt. It was cool.  

Finally we got to go to the giant 

Jumbo Jet aircraft carrier. It was 

great exploring all five floors of it.  

I had an awesome time at NASA. We 

even ate icecream made by a robot. 

This is a trip I will never forget.  

Great Wolf Lodge 
Rashi Roy 

  

“Wow”! I said when I took my first 

step in the waterpark. This year my 

birthday present was a trip to the 

Great Wolf Lodge indoor waterpark. 

“There is so much to do, which one 

should we do first?” said Rishi.  

Then all of a sudden there was a 

voice behind us. It was mommy 

saying “ Okay guys, we are sitting 

right over there. If you want to go 

somewhere else check with Dad or 

me first.” I thought to myself, it was 

amazing to be a year older. 

We first raced to the wave pool. It is 

a pool where waves crash at you. 

We also went to the Big Foot Pass. 

Here you step on lily pads floating 

in the water and try to cross the 

pool without falling in the water. 

There is a rope overhead that you 

can use for help. We challenged 

ourselves by running across the 

pool without stopping or taking 

help of the rope. 

Then we moved on to the 

waterslides. It was crazy fun! To 

start with if you go backwards and 

you are relaxing…suddenly a huge 

drop comes and it is really scary. 

My brother and me went on the 

slide 3 or 4 times. Our parents 

joined us once too. It was great. We 

also went on other slides and even 

surfed through one of them. 

Finally, it was time to leave the 

waterpark and move on to our next 

adventure. We were going to the 

Magiquest. Oh I forgot, that is a 

different story for another day. 

Bye... 

 

 

 
 

Home 
Pramila Baisya 
 

They told me home, 

is where the heart is. 

Where the love is. 

Where the blood is. 

But not where isolation is. 

Sometimes loneliness. 

Sometimes sadness. 

Sometimes lingering. 

Because to me home 

Was…. 

Miles and miles away. 

It was in the dust that hit you in 

traffic. 

The sweet shops at every corner. 

Friends in phuchka competitions. 

But I find that the true meaning of 

home, 

Isn’t that all. 

It is not greetings or goodbyes. 

Or worship at dawn and the color 

red. 

Not cheesy Indian films, 

Or the rain. 

Not girl meets boy, 

Aur “pyar zaruri hoga.” 

It is not sarees nor churis. 

Or long hair with tan skin, 

Or Ma wearing sindoor and, 

A bindi before her day. 

Not chai adda and monsoon season. 

Not even the hot days, 

Or your mother tongue. 

Yes indeed home is where heart is. 

India apane dil mein hai. 
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Instruments by Ramona Chatterjee 

Girl in Rain by Shonchori Mukherjee 

Still Life by Rohan Giri 

Sunrise by Mehuli Mitra 

Fish by Rohan Deb 
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Dancers by Shourabh Mukherjee 

Durga by Vibhu Datta 

Still Life by Varun Deb 

Bird of Prey by Kriti Mukherjee 

Nest by Aarushi Kuila 
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WHY THE WORLD NEED 
HEROES?  
Sandeepan Mukherjee  
 

From Beowulf to Martin Luther King Jr, and Sir Gawain 

to JFK, heroes have been an integral part of society 

throughout the course of time. Their impact on society 

cannot be overstated because of the change that they 

can cause to populations who are in desperate need of 

uplift, like Martin Luther King’s civil rights movement 

or Beowulf’s liberation of the Danes from Grendel’s 

terror. Heroes are, and always will be, integral to 

society because they provide the everyday man or 

woman with hope in times of distress and provide 

each incoming generation with role models that define 

their morals and actions.  

A hero’s biggest impact on society is usually achieved 

when they take a demoralized and faltering 

population, and lead them to victory against their 

oppressors, human or not. As a result, the hero’s deeds 

fill the common man with hope for a better future, 

even when times may look bleak. An apt example of 

this heroic behavior was Beowulf, when Denmark and 

its king (Hrothgar) were under attack from a monster 

named Grendel and despite everyone’s efforts to stop 

him, the Danes felt powerless and dismayed. Beowulf 

came along to fight the monster, and by boasting about 

his deeds, gave Hrothgar hope that he will defeat 

Grendel, prompting him to say, “With Glory in your 

heart, Purge Herot!”, indicating his confidence on 

Beowulf’s ability to slay the monster (Beowulf). Even 

heroes in contemporary times provide people with 

similar feelings of hope and betterment. Mahatma 

Gandhi’s fight for Indian Independence provided many 

Indians with a feeling of revolution, as they had finally 

found someone to rally behind. Gandhi’s actions 

exemplified how heroes can stir up the feelings of 

courage, confidence, and hope, and direct them 

towards moral causes. Heroes provide society with 

hope towards a better future through their leadership 

and confidence.  

 

While heroes like Beowulf are the epitome of physical 

prowess, most heroes are remembered for their 

legacies and values. The demographic most affected by 

heroes is children, and they often serve as role models 

for future generations. According to Dr. Jim Taylor, 

“heroes are essential to children’s development. They 

convey values that reflect the best society has to 

offer” (Where Have all our Heroes Gone?). Their 

morals and standards are what everyone else in 

society measures up to, and without them, there 

would be no defining standards for children to 

compare themselves to. Heroes also can define the 

dreams of many young minds because “heroes help 

define the limits of our aspirations” (Why Heroes are 

Important). For example, the achievements of 

Mahatma Gandhi would go on to inspire Martin Luther 

King Jr’s Civil Rights movement. They define the 

dreams of children by showing them just how much 

one individual can impact society. Without heroes, an 

upcoming generation would lose strong, morally 

upstanding role models and be unable to grasp the fact 

that anyone can change history.  

Heroes are an important part of culture and society. 

They provide happiness to the depressed and 

reassurance to the distressed. Their morals, actions, 

and values define the standard for children to measure 

themselves against and draw inspiration from. 

Without heroes, society would be unable to break 

glass ceilings, overcome obstacles, and explore new 

frontiers; without heroes, society would have nothing.  
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Haunted Halloween   
Arkadeep Das   
 

One Halloween night in 2010, my dad and I were 

driving in the car towards the Las Vegas, but after a 

while we ran out of gas. I was worried of how we 

would find a gas station on this dusty road. So we were 

thinking to borrow some from the nearest house, but 

we couldn’t find any house that had gasoline. Suddenly 

a huge house appeared before us on the road. The 

house seems haunted, was spooky and full of 

surprises. Birds and scary bats roamed around the 

haunted house. I asked my dad, “Should we go inside 

the house?” He said, “Sure lets go in!” 

 

 I glanced around as we strolled inside the house. As I 

was looking around the house there was a sudden 

noise. Three ghosts were looking at us. The first ghost 

was Caspernen (the tallest) and the youngest was 

Casper. “It’s a pleasure to have you visitors here in the 

castle.” Then we went to get our belongings. 

Caspernen whispered to us that our room is on the 3rd 

floor. I answered, “We will unpack into our home 

clothes and meet you downstairs.” After some time we 

were ready to eat lunch. It was a great lunch for 

everyone. After lunch, my dad went to do his work in 

his room while I imagined in this haunted castle of the 

exciting things we could do on Halloween afternoon. 

Then I thought up a plan of decorating and playing 

Halloween and other games with the ghosts. 

 

 When I ran to tell that to Casper he agreed it would 

be very exciting. So we started to do Halloween 

decorations for the haunted house so it would look 

like real Halloween.  The castle looked great after we 

were done with our creations which included jack-o-

lanterns, scary animals and witches, using my art 

supplies. Casper made lots of creations, but it is too 

hard to really know what they are. At the end we did 

Halloween games and had dinner. The room that we 

slept in was half lit. Casper and the other ghosts spent 

the rest of the night with us in the same room. 

 

 On the morning, the next day, I went out of the room 

and down the staircase to the dining hall. Everyone 

told at the breakfast table that they had a great 

Halloween night. Then we had to leave for home and I 

called out, “Goodbye Casper. See you next Halloween”, 

I answered. I ran to the car as birds and other animals 

flew along with me and called out, “Goodbye 

Arkadeep”. Everyone was sad to see me go home, but 

they had a good time with me. 

 

 I walked until I saw my car. I went inside my car and 

my dad started the engine so we could see if we have 

gas. We finally found a gas station and had someone 

fill in gas for us. We reached Las Vegas later that day 

and had a perfect Bengali meal with everyone in my 

family and had great fun during the rest of our 

vacation. 
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The Sahara Special    
Anoushka Ghosh   
 

Anoushka: Camels, Camps, Action! Welcome to 

TravelNews where we get to show our viewers exotic 

places all around the world all under 60 minutes. This 

is Anoushka Ghosh, reporting to you live from the 

studio. Today, we get to interview our two lucky 

winners who landed a three day all inclusive round-

trip to the Sahara Desert in Merzouga, Morocco. The 

two guests are Charlie and Angela, who will be sharing 

their experiences from their vacations. Let’s start with 

Charlie. Please give him a warm round of applause. 

Charlie: Hi, how are you doing? 

Anoushka: Good, good. So, word on the street is 

that you had a wonderful time in the Sahara and that 

you even got to stay in an overnight camp in the 

desert. I think we would all love to hear about your 

travels. Let’s talk about your night in the camp. 

Charlie: Words cannot even begin to express the 

beauty of the camp. It was located in the middle of the 

desert with nothing surrounding it but flame colored 

sand dunes. There were about 12 tents in total, and 

they were assembled in an oblique formation. 

Anoushka: That sounds amazing. I think we are all 

also itching to hear about the interior decor of the 

camps. 

Charlie: The navy blue and cream tents were 

spectacular. The tent that I sojourned in was a deluxe 

suite which meant that it was an extremely spacious 

room equipped with a heater and a shower. The 

deluxe tent was draped with deep red curtains, which 

were adorned with yellow motifs. In the corner of the 

room, there was an ornate dressing table with a small 

wooden stool. Throughout the room, beautiful lamps 

were tastefully situated, brightening up the entire 

room. 

Anoushka: Wow! I cannot even begin to wrap my 

head around the idea that this was a tent that was 

located in the middle of the Sahara desert! Well, thank 

you very much for taking time to talk with us, Charlie! 

Charlie: The pleasure was all mine! 

Anoushka: Now, please welcome the second guest 

on our show: Angela. Please give her a round of 

applause. 

Angela: Hi, thank you for having me on 

TravelNews. I’m so excited to be here. My trip was 

amazing and I got to make so many amazing memories 

on it. 

Anoushka: I bet you did! What was your best 

memory? 

Angela: Well, for me, I think it would definitely be 

the camel ride through the desert while the sun was 

setting. 

Anoushka: It sounds phenomenal! Please indulge 

us in the juicy details of your excursion. 

Angela: It all started when I reached the camp. I 

had just stepped out of the car when the owner of the 

camp instantaneously appeared by my side and told 

me that if I wanted to see the sunset I would have to 

rush. Hurriedly, I grabbed my luggage out of the car 

and placed them in my room.  I lunged for my hat and 

mittens, since I had been warned that it was going to 

be frigid, and I ran out of my room. I slowly 

approached the camels, and they started at me with 

their large, wise eyes. I shakily approached the camels 

but the herder told me not to be afraid. I slowly petted 

them and was told that my camel’s name was Rashid. 

When Rashid heard his name, he calmly turned his 

head around, and let me feed him. 

Anoushka: You fed a camel!? Wow, that is truly a 

rare experience. What happened afterwards? I can’t 

wait to hear more! Am I right,viewers? 

Angela: After feeding the camel I was given 

detailed instructions on how to mount the camel. I 

swung my leg around Rashid and got ready for the 

adventure. The camels took their time in getting up 

and I slid back and forth while they rose up. Once they 

were up, Rashid began to slowly trot through the sand. 

His hooves ran through the fine Saharan sand and we 

rode for about 30 minutes in complete serenity. We 

stopped at the top of a sand dune, and the herder laid 

a blanket for us to lie on as we watched the sun set. I 

placed my head on the ground and the vibrant rays of 

the sun pierced my eyes. We sat there for a while and 

soon the sun began to dip behind the larger sand 

dunes. It was truly breathtaking! 

Anoushka: I wish I was there! Thank you so much 

for coming onto our show! Thank you for watching 

TravelNews and join us again next week for another 

special.  
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My Karate Journey  
Abheek Dhara  
  

“KIYA!” I yelled at my karate graduation, throwing the 

last bad guy. I was done. This is my journey to my 

black belt. 

 When we moved here, we wanted to do some 

activities just for fun. We were looking for a karate 

dojo near us. When we found one, I loved it right away. 

It was fun to do different self-defense and train with 

new people. I had so much fun, that I knew that this 

was what I wanted to do. For weeks, I trained with so 

much passion and love that I started to go to karate 

every day. I learned many self-defense in that time-

period. Most of my classmates were much younger 

than me, most of them were 4 or 5, and I was 7. But 

that would change soon, as I progressed very quickly. 

 After a few more weeks of training, my sensei felt I 

was ready for the next belt. I was so happy when my 

master, or sensei, wrapped the new advanced yellow 

belt around my waist. From then on, I worked even 

harder to achieve more belts. All of my school friends 

were already so far ahead. When I had the time, I sat 

down to watch the advanced kids class. I always 

watched in awe as the big kids threw the bad guy 

down while making it look so easy. Whenever I went 

home, I tried the self-defenses, but couldn’t get it done 

properly. I knew, though, that one day, I would be in 

that class. Now, I was in the group called intermediate, 

so I was now in a new class. Something definitely 

changed, and I was pumped. I didn’t need an 

introduction to more than half of the class! 

 Most of my friends there were friends from school, 

and that made karate class even more fun. Whenever 

we made a mistake, we all laughed. Whenever we did 

something great, we all clapped. But there was an even 

bigger change, now that I was a green belt. Now, I was 

going to start testing for my next belt with the big kids. 

We weren’t going to get a belt every three months. I 

was going to have to train my hardest to become the 

best of the best. Now, karate wasn’t a hobby. It is now 

part of my life, my bloodstream, my everything. 

 After months of training, the big day finally arrives, 

and I walk into my karate graduation. It was like an 

audition, where everybody did something extra 

special for the judges. The kids who were testing for 

their black belt had to do extra work. We had to show 

the judges what we have learned in the past 6 months. 

I was amazed with what everybody could do with their 

karate knowledge. At the end of the ceremony, they 

give out the trophies, medals, and belts for 

everybody’s performance. I saw the looks on the boy’s 

and girl’s faces who just got their brand new black 

belt. I smiled. Their journey had come to an end, but 

mine, just the beginning. 

 This is basically what happened for my beginning 

years in karate. Then came the golden winter of 2014. 

The graduation started out normally, everybody doing 

their part. It must have been something I did that 

sparked my judges, but they saw something in me. 

Finally, at the end, it happened. When they were 

calling out trophies, I didn’t hear my name, so I 

thought that this would be the first time that I wasn’t 

going to get a trophy. Then, they started announcing 

Student of the Year awards. Those are for the best of 

the best, so I had no chance getting that one. I was still 

happy as my friends got student of the year trophies. I 

was even happier when it happened. Remember when 

I said that I thought I wasn’t getting a trophy? Well, I 

was wrong. It turns out, I did win the Student of the 

Year trophy. It is a big honor to win that one. The 

trophy was huge, almost as big as me. I was so happy 

when I heard my name get called. I looked at my 
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parents and sister, and they looked so proud of me. 

 I have put in a lot of hard work into my journey, but 

don’t get me wrong… it wasn’t easy! There were many 

times where I just couldn’t remember at times. I was 

disappointed many times by myself, but I overcame 

these down times, and just kept on going. 

 Now, four and a half years after I started karate, I 

stepped out of the line of kids on graduation day. 

Beaming, I looked at the crowd, as they all clapped as 

Sensei tied my brand new black belt around my waist. 

This was definitely a milestone of my life, something 

that I will never forget. But this is not the end, it’s a 

new beginning.  

 
 
No more    
Monali Dey 
 

It was just a Sunday afternoon and all of Monali’s 

homework was done. So she decided to watch some 

YouTube videos. Suddenly when Monali searched up 

YouTube nothing was found…”What”?  said Monali but 

she relaxed she just thought that there was something 

wrong with her computer “There must be something 

wrong with my computer” she said, so Monali decided 

to call Tulip to see if the same thing was happening to 

her computer. “Hello” she said “Hey Tulip it’s Monali I 

was just calling you to ask if YouTube is working for 

you because it’s not coming up on my computer”.  

“Yeah, same thing with mine.” Tulip replied. “I am so 

confused”, “I will ask other people, bye”, Monali hung 

up and decided to ask Rai. “Is YouTube working for 

you?” asked Monali.  “It isn't working for you either” 

said Rai “OH NOOOOO!!” “Something is going on I’ll try 

calling some more people” and straight away Monali 

hung up. Then she decided to call Jhilik to see if 

YouTube is working for her but then she realized that 

her phone was taken away so she decided to call 

Mohor “Hello”answered Mohor, “Mohor, is YouTube 

working for you?  “No”, she replied “It isn't working 

for you... what is going on?” ... Monali panicked. 

“Where is YouTube?” Monali hung up and decided to 

call Jiya...she answered “I know what you're going to 

say Monali and no, YouTube isn’t working for me 

either”.  “What happened to YouTube?” “I was 

wondering the exact same thing.” said Jiya. ”I have to 

get to the bottom of this.” Monali thought for a few 

seconds. Monali knew that whoever took down 

YouTube must be a villain and that they needed to be 

stopped, “WAIT!!!...there was one person I didn't call, 

Jhilik. Monali picked up her phone and called Jhilik’s 

mom... she picked up “Hi Monali it's Jhilik's mother, I 

don’t know if you heard but Jhilik can't come to the 

phone right now, she is grounded, but thanks for 

calling bye,” and she put down the phone. “Well that's 

weird?” she thought. It's weird because Monali and 

Jhilik were in the same class and Jhilik said she would 

get her phone back at 5:00 which was the time right 

now, and also that voice didn't sound like her mom’s. “ 

I have to follow up on this ”she said so off she went to 

Jhilik’s house. Monali walked up to Jhilik's door and 

rang the doorbell. Jhilik opened and welcomed “Oh hi 

Monali, please come in”. “So how are you doing do you 

like the weather? I love summer it really brings out my 

hair... do you know that I am grounded?” Monali was 

confused. “Jhilik, is something wrong with you? You 

never talk that fast, are you okay?” Monali asked. “Why 

I am fine, why would I not be?”and she put her hands 

on her hips, Monali wasn't convinced then suddenly 

she noticed that right behind Jhilik in the background 

was a YouTube switch that was flipped off!!!!!! 

Thinking fast on her feet Monali acted casual, however 

she knew she had to turn on that switch. “Jhilik it's 

pretty dark in here I think I should turn on the light 

switch over there.” Monali ran to the switch as fast as 

she could but Jhilik was quicker to catch on. “WAIT I 

can explain!” Monali stopped...she took a breath. “Jhilik 

you wouldn't want people thinking you're a villain do 

you?” “No no no just hear me out…. it all started when 

I got this YouTube switch in the first place for 

watching the most YouTube videos in the whole 

world.  I got to be the keeper of the switch. Then later 

on my parents took my electronics away because I got 

an F on my Math test, so I thought that if I can’t watch 

YouTube videos nobody else should be able to watch 

them either. I flipped the switch off so that nobody can 

watch YouTube until I get my electronics back.” Monali 

knew that this was not fair and that she needed to do 

something, That was when she suddenly got an idea. 

“Jhilik there is a spider on you!” 

”Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!” 

screamed Jhilik running out of the room. Monali ran 

for the switch and switched it on. To make sure that it 

would stay on she put on some double sided tape on it. 

“YES!!!!!! YouTube is back on.” Monali saved the day. 

She returned home and everyone was happy with 

YouTube back on.  
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The Big Race    
Shonchori Mukherjee  
   
 I felt the cool water run past my red, hot face as I got 

out of the pool. “Great job today!” my coach said. “I 

think you guys are going to be awesome at the meet.” 

As I got out, I felt the cool breeze of a fan nearby as it 

cooled my tomato-looking face. Today is the last day of 

swim practice for me until the last meet of the season. 

I have been coming nonstop to practice just to get a JO 

time (junior olympic) as a ten year old because next 

year when I am eleven, the times will change to a 

faster time.  

Soon, when my mom came, I scurried through the cold 

winter day into the car. In the car, my mom asked 

“How was practice? Do you think that you are ready 

for the meet?”. “I think I am,” I replied very 

confidently, but inside, I didn’t feel as confident. I was 

feeling good about my swim physically but, not so 

much mentally. “I really hope that my hard work pays 

off,” I said hopefully. When I went home, I took a hot 

shower and was in the bed by 8:30 because the next 

day morning, I would have to be out the door by 

6:00am. “Ring….Ring….Ring….” That was my alarm 

saying that it is time to wake up, and get ready. Soon 

enough, I was out the door and on my way to the 

biggest swim meet of my life!! There were butterflies 

in my stomach, but I could not stop bouncing off the 

walls. The whole car ride 

to the pool, my family was with me, but I wasn't with 

them. My family was talking but I zoned them out and 

all I could hear were sounds of olympians finishing 

races, the loud sound of the beeper, and people 

cheering coming from my phone. The whole way to the 

pool, I was watching olympians racing, I was watching 

their every stroke, I rewound the video and looked at 

their dives, and finishes. I was going to do anything to 

make me get the Junior Olympic time.  

Once we reached the pool, I was in awe, I have never 

seen anything that is so grand in my life. The clean 

deck, spotless bleachers, and not too cold and not too 

hot air was amazing. I knew this was going to be that 

place where my hard work was going to pay off. Soon, 

I saw my friends, and put my stuff down. “Okay 

everyone, please get ready for warm-up.” said my 

coach, as everyone got their stuff. When I got to the 

pool, it was very crowded, and I knew that I could not 

have a good warm-up to work on my strokes. So after 

the regular warm-up, I went to another warm-up pool. 

This pool is in case you have been waiting for a while, 

and you need to warm-up. And I needed to warm up! 

At the other pool, I worked on my breaststroke. I tried 

doing the finishes that I saw in the videos, I tried doing 

my hands just like the olympians. At the correct time, I 

saw that it was  

time for me to go behind the blocks for my race. As I 

walked, I visualized my race: my start, my finish, my 

turn. I slowly took of my sweatshirt, and my flip-flops, 

and I stretched. I stretched my legs, my hands, and my 

back. I was doing everything needed for this to be the 

Here is a picture of me 
in my race where I got 
my Junior Olympic time.  

Now I know that if 
I have determina-
tion, I can achieve 
my goal. That was 
a day that shaped 
me as a person, 
and helped me un-
derstand  
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race I get my Junior Olympic time.  

After I stretched, the timer next to me said “It is time 

for your heat.” I nodded and put my goggles on. Even 

though there were a lot of people there, I felt like it 

was just me and the pool. This was my only chance to 

get the Junior Olympic time I have been waiting for 

this whole season. “Swimmers step up,” said the 

announcer. My heart fluttered with butterflies. “Take 

your mark” I felt the ridged grip of the blocks. It may 

have been how nervous I was but the blocks were very 

slippery. I felt the water slipping in between my feet. 

“BEEP!!” went the machine. I leapt like a leopard off 

the blocks and did my pull-out, and came out of the 

water as fast as I could. I pulled the water in close to 

my body, and then pushed it back. Stroke by stroke I 

was moving forward and soon I was in the lead. I did 

my turn as fast as lightning, and pushed off. I knew 

that if I was going to get this time, I had to pick it up. 

Now it was down to the last lap of the 100 

breaststroke. I had to get this time so I sprinted as fast 

as I could to the wall. I was filled with butterflies when 

I looked at the scoreboard. I felt frightened but excited. 

I was out of breath as I used my last piece energy to 

look. I was shocked but relieved as I looked at the 

scoreboard, and that’s when I saw it. I saw my time 

brighter than all the others, I saw the pride in my 

family’s eyes, I saw my coach clapping. I saw that I got 

the time!  

All my hard work paid off! The swim videos, the extra 

time in the pool, and the amount of practices I went to. 

It all paid off! I was on cloud nine! When I got out of 

the pool, I was congratulated by everyone I knew. 

Once I got changed, my family surprised me and took 

me out to the Cheesecake Factory. When we reached 

the restaurant, all my family and I could talk about was 

my race, and how amazing my swim was. We watched 

the video over and over again. After we finished food, 

and we were in the car, all I could think about was how 

I felt while racing, and how happy I felt. All my hard 

work had paid off. Then, I had a doubt, but now I 

realize that if I put my mind to achieve something, I 

have the potential to reach my goal. December 14th, 

2014. I will never forget that day. Slowly as I laid next 

to the window in the backseat I slowly drifted off to 

sleep with a smile on my face.  
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Puja 
Romir Chatterjee 
 

From When I hear the word “Puja” I 

think of a hindu festival, but a Puja 

is much more than that. Puja is the 

act of showing reverence to a god, a 

spirit, or another aspect of the 

divine through invocations, 

prayers, songs, and rituals. An 

essential part of puja for the Hindu 

devotee is making a spiritual 

connection with the Gods and 

Goddesses. Most often that contact 

is made through an object, an 

element of nature,  sculpture, a 

vessel, a painting, or a print. This 

Saraswati puja we all should take 

the time and realize who Goddess 

Saraswati is. She is the Goddess of 

all knowledge, and we the younger 

generation must understand the 

significance. 

Saraswati puja is very close to our 

heart as this puja we (my sister , me 

and our family friends ) have it at 

our home or any of our close 

uncle's place. We get to see the 

arrangements and decorations 

made by our parents and always sit 

through the whole puja ritual . Also, 

all kids say aloud the pushpanjali 

repeating after my dad (he is the 

priest at our saraswati puja). 

 

Since Saraswati goddess is the 

goddess of knowledge , music and 

art , the kids perform any form of 

art they love in the evening. It's an 

evening full of fun and extra 

curricular activties which goes by 

very quickly . 

 

 
 

Bollywood 
Exposed 
Pramila Baisya 
 
It always starts with a girl and a 

guy. 

They fall in love and god knows 

why. 

Girls hates guy and thinks he’s a 

sleaze. 

Guy doesn't leave, as she pleased. 

Anyway… 

They have a good time and go on a 

date, 

To the boy, it must be absolute fate. 

He then summons her with a song, 

The girl finds, she was all wrong. 

Now they both love each other, 

shouldn't it be easy? 

No! Because Bollywood is never 

that breezy. 

Now the girl's going away to get 

engaged. 

Her parents don’t approve how the 

village boy was raised. 

Oh wait, now we break into a song, 

Because it’s so necessary, it's 5 

minutes long. 

They sing and dance and have a 

good time. 

Because the boy’s love, is his only 

crime. 

He goes to stop her before the 

marriage, 

Or she gets taken away on rich 

boy’s carriage. 

It’s all about money these days, 

What a shame. 

He goes to stop her, and says he 

loves her, 

“Please let me marry her sir.” 

Sir miraculously complies, 

And the wedding scenes fly by. 

They live happily ever after, 

And wait *another song* 

Because it was so necessary this 

plot be 3 hours long. 

 

These are a few 
reasons I like 
going to Saraswati 
Puja 
every year. 
Nirav Banerjee 

  

- I get to meet up with ALL my 

friends. 

 - I get to participate in the kids 

drama. 

- I get to sit down in an auditorium 

to watch the other 

dance and song programs. 

-  I get to play in the corridors with 

my friends. 

- I like to collect a souvenir from 

each stall. 

- I love the energy and all the hard 

work our parents put 

into this Puja. 

- There are always so many people 

to meet and 

pictures to be taken and memories 

to be made 

- Best of all I get to spend time with 

my Family 

Those are a few reasons I like to go 

to Saraswati Puja 

every year 
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Yet, the River Still Flows 
Rupsa Jana 
 
  Folks say , “Life’s a river. Its narrow rapids 

symbolize the hardships faced while its smooth, wide 

stretches, the tranquility of one’s soul at times.” As the 

fiery sun rises to kiss the dawn sky with its radiant 

lips , I settle down into my emerald green canoe with 

its rustic wooden seats, somehow anxious to start my 

day of adventure. 

 “Splash! Splash!” I start to vigorously row the canoe 

across the clear, yet murky waters. Cool, foaming 

waves lap against the hull of the canoe , calming me 

down, my only mother with a singsong voice. Looking 

back, a line of diminutive ripples mark the path to my 

tiny, yellow house nestled in the thick ferns of the 

riverbank, coaxing me to return to the safety of home. 

However, my arms continue to steer the boat forward, 

a machine never ceasing to stop. 

 After a while, the blue sky transforms into a bright 

cover wrapping around the river and I. To protect us 

from the dark gray masses of fog rolling in , if there’s 

any. Cotton-soft dewdrops perch on top of my eyelids, 

trying to close them, invoking the need for rest, 

cradled in my mother’s arms of serenity. Suddenly, as 

soon as I laid back, “ Push! Push! ” My arms jerked , 

beginning to row faster on their own , coursing me 

forward rapidly in matter of seconds. 

 “Ahhh! What’s happening!” My mind was a swirling 

and swooshing current devouring any trace of 

relaxation. 

 After a grueling twelve agonizing seconds, my canoe 

halted abruptly. 

 “SLAP!” A sharp wave slapped my cheek, the icy 

sting pricking my nerves. 

 “Now , this is a real adventure!” I relished this 

moment dazed yet, jubilant. I continued to 

paddle. 

 Soon, I came across a narrow, dry stretch in the 

river. My arms ached as strength ebbed out of me. The 

riverbank soil was scattered with deep, jagged cracks. 

Instead of the mellow, chirping calls of ducks and 

egrets, my ears flinched as I heard warbled voices and 

yelping screams. Even the ripples struggled to grow , 

knocked unconscious by the sun’s scorching heat. 

 “Oh my goodness!” My hands flew to my mouth, 

astonished to start a journey like this. In a distance, I 

glimpsed at two indistinguishable , blob-like figures, 

throwing their arms out, heavenward in desperation. 

 “Please god, help us! Save us! Grant us the blessing of 

water!” 

 Then, “SMASH!” The ornate, clay pots balanced atop 

their heads shattered into pieces. Hot tears scalded my 

throat as I felt their pain, despondent . I had a sudden 

urge to paddle faster, to flee from this calamity. But, 

my canoe dragged on slowly scraping against the 

narrow banks of the river. I thought I was trapped. 

 “What is the meaning of this journey?” I cried, 

frightened. 

 Yet, the river still flows, without barriers , without 

hesitation. 

 A few minutes passed by, my canoe rocked back and 

forth as it careened down a steep descend. Suddenly, 

tomato - red hues in the water caught my gaze. 

 “What now?” I wondered , confused yet curious. 

Then, I was surrounded by a pile of faceless mounds 

stacked on top of the riverbanks and 

an infinitesimal amount of muskets strewn across the 

bank’s edge. 

 “Ahhh!” I gasped , petrified. The acrid scent of 

gunpowder combined with the pungent one of blood 

clouded my nostrils, nauseating me. At instinct, my 

hands started rowing faster. 

 “Swish! Swosh! “ Back and forth…. 

 As the grotesque bodies pulled into the stream and 

chased after me , I thought the water would stop 

flowing , overpowered by lifelessness. 

 Yet, the river still flowed , and soon the red hues 

would mix into the clear water.  

 After quite a while, a cool breeze blew through the 

chambers in my broken heart as I once again saw my 

tiny, yellow house sitting atop the banks.  

 Then “WHOOSH!” 

 My body reeled backwards as a gust of wind swirled 

at my direction. My eyelids snapped shut, trying to 

forget what I had just seen. Then, all was calm and 

quiet. I glanced back , and there it was. The faceless 

mounds…...the coffee brown muskets…..the crumbled 

clay pots which formed a dam , creating a reservoir of 

past memories. 

 I slowly tilted my head to the opposite direction , 

and sighed with a peculiar sense of comfort and relief. 

The same crystal clear water coursed forward carrying 

the logs and the leaves of the future with her. 

 I whispered, “Alright. I will wake up and take this 

journey again.” 

 Yet, the river still flows and I shall flow with it. 
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Season for Reason   
Aditi Dhara   
  

Every season has a reason, right? 

Everyone thinks the seasons 

change because the earth always 

moves. Actually,it’s because we 

want the seasons to change. True 

fact, we want winter because we 

want the snow. Spring comes 

because we love flowers! In the 

summer, we get to go to the pool. 

Fall invades and we jump into 

mountains of leaves! I wish I could 

change the seasons in just a 

…….SNAP! 

 

Winter is the season when we 

spread joy. Everyone runs outside 

and messes around with gobs of 

snow. Everyone makes snowmen 

with top hats and scarves and cute 

little faces. I can’t wait until 

everybody opens their Christmas 

presents and screams, “Yes”! This is 

awesome!” Some will get toys and 

others will get games. We all 

bundle up and we go down the 

street singing carols. This time of 

year, we also come to the Saraswati 

Puja! 

April showers bring May flowers! 

Flowers are everywhere! I love 

spring because everywhere there is 

flowers. Everyone gets chocolates 

and all sorts of goodies. Everything 

is so exciting! The trees are green 

and the air is sweet. The sun shines 

very brightly. There is no fighting 

and everything is so calm. Rabbits, 

squirrels, deer, bears wake up 

relieved from winter. 

Summer is here and we all want 

to go to the pool! School is out and 

everyone wants to play! Some 

people go on summer vacation, 

while others stay at home. 4th of 

July comes and we all celebrate by 

watching fireworks! BOOM! CRASH! 

Fireworks burst as we watch the 

sparks shoot through the air! The 

sun’s rays hit us making us sweat. 

The beach sand trickled between 

my feet. Waves crashed against the 

sand, kids laughed every time a 

wave crashed into them. 

Fall has invaded in clusters of 
leaves. School will start soon and 

there is so much to do! Everybody 

has to do school shopping and buy 

new school clothes for school. The 

trees are bare and leaves are 

brown, yellow, red, and orange. 

Kids will meet their former 

teachers and new teachers. Fall is 

when we also jump into masses of 

leaves!  Come on! Everyone jump in 

your piles of leaves! 

 

I enjoy all the seasons from winter 

to autumn and I hope that you do 

too! I hope you liked my writing!   
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Travel Diary 
Anoushka Mukherjee 
 
Road trip begins: 

I have never been on a road trip 

before with my friends  and of 

course our parents accompanied 

us . 

 

First Stop Savannah : 

I had learned in school about the 

1st war of independence, and 

Savannah being the first of the 

places that played an important 

role in the civil war.  I was very 

excited to be there. 

 

Next stop Orlando : 

Magic Kingdom was so much fun!! 

At the very end of the whole day of 

meeting princesses and rides, there 

were fireworks near the huge 

castle. It was spectacular!! 

 

Epcot was super fun too!We got to 

spend the day in different country's 

pavilions , get a taste of their 

culture and get stamps.  

 

Next stop Charleston : 

At last week were eating in a 

fantastic restaurant in 

Charleston.  We were getting back 

to driving. 

 

On our way home: 

We’ll are getting super duper close 

to New Jersey.  We are almost 

home !!!! It is getting  cold again . 

Brrrrrrr Brrrrrrr  :) 
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Not Athletic Ravi   
Shounak Ghosh   
 

¨Ugh, do I have to,¨ Ravi thought. Ravi´s parents made 

him join a sport. First they thought soccer would be 

good because the sport itself wasn't too hard or too 

confusing. Ravi wasn't that much of a sports fan. Or as 

his parents would say without a sport he wouldn't stay 

fit. He felt butterflies in his stomach. He knew he 

wasn’t ready for his first game  

 On Saturday he went to his first game. Ravi´s dad´s 

head must have hurt because of the million times Ravi 

repeated ¨let´s go home.¨ Ravi very slowly got up from 

the car seat. He gradually walked through the 

driveway. Once he got to the field he would not move. 

He went to the hill with his dad to place down the 

chair they brought. Then Ravi´s dad told him to get his 

soccer uniform. Taking baby steps he walked down the 

hill as slow as a turtle. You would think he could walk 

faster. He probably set a world record of walking the 

slowest. Finally when Ravi´s dad thought that his son 

couldn't walk any faster he went with him. They met 

with Ravi´s coach. ¨ He, hello¨ stammered Ravi 

nervously. Their team shirt was purple and his 

number was nine. 

 He went to the field with his team and coach. They 

first did some practice kicking and shooting. Then they 

played the actual game. They played up against the 

green team. When his coach told him his position Ravi 

had no idea what his coach said. BUt the times Ravi´s 

dad showed the boring soccer matches actually came 

to use. From those matches Ravi remembered some of 

the positions. In the beginning of the game it was quite 

enjoyable. Even though Ravi basically did nothing he 

kind of liked it. As the game went on his hair seemed 

to get sweatier and sweatier and he seemed to get 

more tired. The time seemed to stop. He started to run 

slower and wished the game would stop, and to his 

luck it did. He ran to his dad's chair and laid down on 

it. ¨Wake up¨ Ravi´s dad shouted and gave him some 

gatorade. And with that they left. 

 Ravi went home and told his parents that he didn't 

want to play soccer. They didn't want to argue too 

much about it because they knew that their son didn't 

like to play sports. Although they did want Ravi to play 

a sport. His parents didn't  want to give up. They kept 

on researching. 

 Finally they find a good sport ( It was tennis). Ravi´s 

parents thought it was a good idea because they had a 

tennis court near their house so they could get a lot of 

practice in. The next day they go to the court and 

practiced but Ravi´s dad realized that his son is not 

good with aim. So that didn't work either. 

 Ravi told his mom and the next thing you know she 

went straight to researching another sport. Ravi was 

getting tired of doing sports so he told his parents but 

they wouldn't budge. 

 The next day Ravi thought about all the sports his 

parents looked through on the computer and decided 

that swimming was going to be his choice. He went 

downstairs to tell his parents and his parents agreed. 

¨Over the summer we can practice in the pool¨ Ravi´s 

dad exclaimed! They  had a pool right next to their 

house. In the summer they went to their pool often. 

Ravi´s mom thought Ravi should have swimming as his 

final option. After a few days Ravi and his dad went to 

Swimming Club to have his first lesson. He told his 

parents that it was fun playing in the water. Since he 

liked it Ravi´s parents wanted him to continue. As 

weeks went on he got better and better. After one year 

of practice Ravi reached level 5. His parents finally 

were happy and proud of their son for accomplishing a 

sport. And Ravi was proud of himself too. 
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FRESH FOODS, VEGETABLES &  

BENGALI FISH ON SALE 

 
Bhavani fruits and Vegetables is a leading distributor in the Indian food 

market. We distribute all sorts of packaged and non packaged food, frozen 
and perishable products.   

392 , US 22 WEST, GREEN BROOK  NJ. 08812     
PH: 732-529-6060 

Khao Healthy. . . . Raho Healthy 
We accept Food Stamps 

Bhavani Cash & Carry 
392 , US 22 WEST, GREEN BROOK 

NJ. 08812 PH: 732-529-6060 

10 Minutes from Bridgewater Commons Mall 
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